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1. What's New in AIG

- Use the role management configuration in the Basic Gateway Service Admin UI to assign a security context level to a role. For more information please refer to the Admin UI help.

- The mapping directory `<GS_ROOT>/var/mmap` does no longer contain the mapping templates out of the box. Therefore the mapping templates or your own mapping have to be copied and compiled before using the Gateway Service. For more information see chapter Configuring the Mapping in the Active Integration - Installation Guide.

- The installation of the Active Integration Gateway Services in a Deployment Center environment containing a Teamcenter installation is now prohibited. While it is still possible to select the according software packages and configure the respective components, the deployment script fails at the beginning of the procedure, leaving you with a Teamcenter environment with no further possibility to make changes. In order to fix this problem you would have to delete this environment in Deployment Center and re-register the Teamcenter installation.

- Several minor bugfixes to enhance stability and performance.
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